Innovation, research and high-tech bridge
in Western Greece
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π1-innohub
The n1-innohub is located in Patras, the capital of the region of
Western Greece and the third largest urban center of Greece. Also
known as the gate of Greece to the West, Patras is one of the most
productive
areas
of
the
country.
The π1-innohub is within walking distance from the University of
Patras and three kilometers from the junction of the Athens-Patras
National
Road
and
the
unique Rio-Antirio
bridge.
It aspires to contribute to the acceleration of the development of
innovative companies in Western Greece by making use of
operational and business resources as well as services which have
been
developed
and
are
provided
by
Corallia.
The innohub works with the same high quality standards as those
of the successful and award-winning α1-innohub in Maroussi.
For more information:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OX64sOO3IM8

Incubation Area
The π1-innohub is a modern building of 2,400m2
with fully equipped offices and collaborative spaces
and features facilities and services for start-up and
early-stage businesses. It has eight fully-equipped
offices of 12-20m2 which are designed in order to
ensure low operating costs. All offices have an
individual security system as well as air conditioning
and there is ample parking space for cars,
motorbikes and bicycles.
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Business Center | Exhibition Area
The π1-innohub also has a modern exhibition area with top
quality equipment designed to depict and promote the
achievements of mi-cluster members. It features 15 exhibit
posts, touch screens and informative material of the products
displayed and can satisfy the needs of any promotional
activity. It also serves as a particularly important pole of
attraction for companies looking for collaborations.

Business Center | InnoMeeting
The π1-innohub offers three business meeting rooms with a
capacity of 10-70 persons (20-66 m2), with flexible set up,
internet connection, whiteboard, flip chart, reception area,
catering, etc. Moreover videoconferencing facilities are
provided in order to support any demanding presentations for
local and remote audiences.
For more information :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9zCyMsDbpA

Business Center | InnoCafé
The innohub is characterised by cooperativeness in a
coworking climate and these are in full force at the
InnoCafé. Greek and Mediterranean cuisine is served
everyday and catering services are available to guests
upon request, thus actively contributing to interactions
and the exchange of ideas. The catering facilities are in a
separate, bright and spacious area of the building capable
of hosting corporate luncheons and a variety of events.
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α2-innohub (HQ)
A: Kifissias Ave. 44, Monumental Plaza-Building C, GR-15125 Maroussi, Athens,
Greece
Τ: +30.210.63.00.770
α1-innohub
A: Sorou 12, GR-15125 Maroussi, Athens, Greece
Τ: +30.210.63.00.790
π1-innohub
A: Kastritsiou 4, GR-26504 Kastritsi, Patras, Greece
Τ: +30.2610.93.40.20
E: a1.innohub@corallia.org
W: www.corallia.org
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